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About This Game

Engage in the craziest war against humans.. as a pigeon! Use famous war tactics such as engagement, avoiding and target fixing
to center unlucky people with poo and get points for that.

STORY

The game is about a pigeon angry with humans. Humans did a bad joke to the pigeons, so they will be punished with poo!

GAMEPLAY
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The game is a third person shooter. We play as the pigeon and need to bomb environments with poo before moving to the next
level.

Levels are unique, as every enemy has unique weapons, also regard how fast a player is, how quick he can react and assess to
enemy reactions.

FEATURES

Both evil and comic game story - Use a pigeon to destroy a city with poo.

Pigeon sounds by John J. Dick - The famous actor who voiced Serious Sam.

Beautiful cartoon graphics - You will love to shoot green poo.

Split screen coop mode - Two pigeons is better than one.

The dramatic poo cam - Drive the poo until it hits the target.

GAME WORLD

The game follows the cartoonish style. We have different worlds, which also come with independent and different alternative
locations .
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PLEASE DON'T BUY!. This game is the worst.

The controls are terrible. The premise is dumb.
The content is so short that I beat it in my 5 minutes of play time.
Worst game I have played in forever.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=cq2A3OHvDTY. Worst game in my 1400 library. Controls dont work, options dont
change.. Controls too sensitive and confusing. Blurry graphics. Only two levels. You'll get bored fast. But the idea is very
original. It seems a someon first game project (no offense though).. The games controls are overtly sensitive with no way of
chanign them, half the time the game glitches out and throws umbrellas at the pigeon and the other half the buttons to even play
the game don't work. The assets are apparently ripped from a Unity pack, the gameplay is atrocious, all in all, don't waste your
time.. worse then death. This game make me happy,
69\/10.
Im being addicted of this game with play 0.2 hours on record since 2015. no words on how this game is. its just frikin epic!. The
game is broken. My bird doesn't move. This game is poop 0\/10 wouldn't poop on people again. Waste of \u00a34 could've
brought Freddo's and be more happy with my purchase!
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currently (8\/17) unplayable, i just played the 1st level of this for recording, could not hit a poor single soul on the street! the
mouse sensitivity is out the window (too high) and there are no option to set it. you can easily pull a 180. also, when you poo, the
camera flips a 180 so you're pooing behind out and have to find the poor soul on earth. i would love to play this, i know there's
some creative protential, but the controls are out the window and there's no options. wtf?! how can you have a game with no
option!?. Really bad unity engine cash grab. Not even playable really in its current state.. Fix all controls please. Cannot move
mouse?
-I PAID FOR THIS TITLE & STILL HAVE NO WORKABLE CONTROLS FOR OVER A YEAR NOW.
I sould happily test builds.... \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game!. An absolutely abysmal game with virtually no
redeeming qualities. There is absolutely no reason to get this game. If you do get it, brace yourself for control issues, weak
gameplay, limited content, frequent bugs and crashes, and general lack of a good time.. This is the greatest Flight + Poop
simulator of all time!. Well, this game still needs a lot of work, to say the least.

However, it's got promise as a good game, if the developers want to work on it.

This game concept has so much potential I am disappointed that thedevelopers didn't fix all the issues and expand the game.

I would have loved to see lots of stuff added, like level editors, modding kit, and more game modes

Due to the fact the developers seem unwilling to update the game or improve it, I'd only recommend it if you can grab it for
next to nothing on sale like I did. Honestly, if you're paying next to nothing for it, the game is good for a few laughs and an little
bit of entertainment, even if it's not perfect, and certainly not a finished product.

Who would like this game:
People who love quirky silly games (Goat simulator fans, and I am Bread fans, you'll like this one.)

Who would not like this game:
People who are infuriated by bugs.
People who can't handle oversensitive controls.
People who can't enjoy a game that is clearly not finished.
People who lack a sense of humor or don't like silly little toy games.
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